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ge group (Ag) Adult, 
non-elite triathletes compete 
in five-year age-groups,  

based on the competitors’ age on  
31 December of each year…

CODE CATEGORY AGE
TSS Tristars Start 8

TS1 Tristars 1 9-10

TS2 Tristars 2 11-12

TS3 Tristars 3 13-14

A Youths 15-16

B Juniors B 17-18

C Juniors C 19

D Seniors 1 20-24

E Seniors 2 25-29

F Seniors 3 30-34

G Seniors 4 35-39

H Veterans 1 40-44

I Veterans 2 45-49

J Veterans 3 50-54

K Veterans 4 55-59

L Veterans 5 60-64

M Veterans 6 65-69

N Veterans 7 70-74

P Veterans 8 75-79

Q Veterans 9 80+

ritish triAthlon 
FederAtion The national 
governing body for the sport  

of triathlon in Great Britain. Set up  
in 1983 as the British Triathlon 
Association (BTA), British Triathlon is 
now a federation, and incorporates the 
home nations’ associations of Triathlon 
England, Triathlon Scotland and Welsh 
Triathlon. British Triathlon is responsible 
for the GB elite, paratriathlon and 
age-group teams both at home and 
abroad, British and international events, 
and anti-doping. If you become a 
member, you receive race discounts.

lubs There are more than 500 
triathlon clubs registered with 
the British Triathlon Federation 

(BTF). Some of the many benefits of 
joining include coaching by triathlon 
coaches (rather than single-sport 
specialists); training with others of a 
similar ability; organised open-water 
swim sessions; back-to-back bike-to-
run workouts; and club discounts for 
gear and sports treatments. Depending 
on what the club offers, you can  
expect to pay £15-60 a year for club 
membership, with open-water, pool 
swimming and extra coaching sessions 
costing a touch more. Find a local club 
at www.triathlonengland.org/take-part/
clubs/find-a-club. 

Above: Drafting 
is only allowed in 
the pro ranks of 
Olympic-distance 
triathlon

Below: Joining  
a club is a great  
way to access  
top-level coaching
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rAFting Riding in the 
slipstream of another 
competitor in order to save 

energy. Drafting is only allowed in elite 
races or special events. In non-drafting 
races competitors have to keep a 
certain distance apart, known as the 
drafting zone (usually 7m long). Study 
your race pack for info on your event’s 
drafting zone. Drafting can also refer  
to a training technique that’s usually 
incorporated at least once a week into 
swimming, cycling and running during 
the warm-up and warm-down.

ndurAnce The ability to 
endure fatigue, withstand stress 
and keep going for long periods 

of time. Endurance sport is not about 
suffering. Training at the same average 
effort for the whole duration will build 
up endurance. Starting fast and slowing 
down, ending up with the same average 
pace, can often lead to a decline in 
endurance. Reducing the shorter 
sessions and increasing the longer 
endurance key workout, while ingesting 
200-300 calories an hour, will allow  
you to maintain the pace. Gradual 
progression will build up endurance 
whereas sudden large increases will 
rarely improve stamina.

uel belt Used for carrying 
fluids, gel bars and salt tablets, 
plus personal items such as  

cash and credit cards. The belt can  
also be used to hold your race number, 
eliminating the need for a race belt.
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ear on a BUDGeT
Triathlon has a reputation for costing the earth, but shop around and your bank account needn’t 
take a hammering. The benchmark cost for a good race bike is around £600. Here we use the 
Boardman Road Race (£649.99) to pinpoint what you should be looking for at this price point…

FrAMe
Relaxed geometry for 
comfortable riding. Made 
from aluminium, which is 
relatively lightweight, 
good value and quite  
stiff so transfers  
power efficiently.

hAndlebArs
Anatomically shaped 

for comfort and 
performance.

brAKes
Powerful dual-pivot 

Shimano Tektro. 
Responsive and great 
for the nervous rider.

sAddle
Boardman-padded saddle, 

designed to disperse  
the pressure without 

compromising performance.

ForK
Full carbon fibre absorbs the shock of the road 
and steerer for precise cornering. You’d have to 
spend more than £170 to improve this bike’s 
performance by upgrading the forks.

groupset 
Shimano Sora 18 Compact. There are 
enough gears for the toughest hills of any 
triathlon course. Good for beginners.

Wheels
Mavic CXP 22s. Tough rims, 

light and fast with long-lasting 
bearings. Speed doesn’t come 

at the cost of comfort.

oTher essenTials
TRI-SUIT
Needs to fit well and allow 
you to swim, cycle and run 
without hindering your 
performance; should be 
snug on the chest, torso 
and waist, but not too short 
from the crutch to the 
shoulders. Ensure it has a 
fast-drying chamois. 
Top-of-the-range suits  
have built-in compression 
with mesh for cooling 
purposes. Priced £65-135.

SWIM GOGGLES
They need to be watertight 
and comfortable for the 
duration of your workout  
or race. Swim masks are 

ideal for the open-water as  
they provide better visibility 
but are more bulky than 
goggles and therefore less 
hydrodynamic. Priced  
from about £15. 

SWIM CAP 
Latex ones are the 
cheapest, priced £1-3.  
If you have a latex or  
rubber allergy, or simply 
want better performance, 
less drag, more stretch  
and more durability, opt  
for silicone instead.  
Priced £4-plus.

ANTI-FOG SOLUTION
Prevents goggles from 
steaming up, so you can 
see where you’re going. 
Priced around £3.50.

DRINKS BOTTLE & CAGE 
Essential for performance. 
Priced under £15.

HELMET 
To safeguard you in the 
event of an accident, 
without making you 
overheat. A bright colour 
will make you more visible 
to other road users.  
Spend at least £40.

BIKE SHOES
A worthwhile purchase.  
Opt for single-strap 
Velcro-fastening bike shoes 
for power transfer and 
quick entry and exit. Spend 
at least £70.

TYRES
You’re looking for high 
performance with reliable 

handling qualities, 
especially on rough road 
surfaces. They should 
provide grip without losing 
traction and no loss of 
traction when cornering, 
climbing or descending. 
Light enough to go fast but 
not so light that you suffer 
lots of punctures. A good 
example is the Continental 
Ultra Sport. Spend at least 
£20 on each tyre.

RACE BELT
Elasticated belt that 
displays your race number 
on your back for the bike 
and can then be turned 
around to display the 
number on your front 
for the run. Priced 
from £5.

RUN SOCKS
Optional. 
Should fit 

well and cover ankles. 
Priced £5-15.

RUN SHOES 
Provide support for your 
running style to prevent 
injuries. Should be 
comfortable and easy to 
get feet in and out of for 
faster transitions. Lock 
Laces or elastic laces (from 
£4) are an inexpensive 
piece of kit and could save 
you minutes in transition. 
Priced £30-200.
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Ace systeM A lightening- 
fast elasticated lacing system  
will save you time when  

putting run shoes on in the second 
transition. Brands include Lock  
Laces and Greeper.

-dot The symbol of the 
Ironman triathlon and a 
recognised trademark. The 

‘M’ represents the body and the dot –  

the head – epitomising the need for a  
fit body and an impenetrable willpower.  
Today, the Kona race in Hawaii  
remains the universally acknowledged 
world championship of long-distance 
triathlon, with the M-Dot symbol  
being its most easily recognised 
representation. This year’s race is on  
13 October. Ironman races consist of  
a 2.4-mile swim, 112-mile bike and 
26.2-mile run.

lyMpic-distAnce triAthlon A triathlon consisting of a 
1.5km swim, 40km cycle and 10km run. Triathletes sometimes 
refer to training at an ‘ORP’ or ‘Olympic Race Pace.’

MeAl Lunch

probleM I can’t swim at lunchtime and  
find the time to eat. If I just have snacks I still get 
hunger pangs.

solution Plan ahead by taking a wholemeal 
sandwich, banana and apple to work, along with 
your carbohydrate powder in one drinks bottle 
and protein powder in another. 

Eat a gel or banana an hour before your 
lunchtime workout and add water to both drink 
powders. Sip the carbohydrate sports drink on 
the way to, during and on the way back from 
your swim. When you get back to work, have 
your protein drink to speed up the recovery 
process; 30mins later eat your sandwich while 
working. If still hungry, eat the apple.

The M-Dot is 
the official 
trademarked 
symbol of Ironman

The Windsor Tri, 
below, is a well-
known Olympic-
distance race  
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ypotherMiA When the 
body’s core temperature drops 
below 35°C – the required 

temperature for normal metabolism 
and functioning. Mild symptoms of 
hypothermia include vagueness, 
constant shivering and fast breathing; 
moderate symptoms are confusion, 
loss of co-ordination, laboured 
movement, slurred speech and  
slow, shallow breathing; severe 
symptoms include dilated pupils, 
shallow or no breathing and  
weak, irregular or no pulse. 

It’s easy to lose body heat while in 
water, so make sure you’re adequately 
clothed for cold-water 
swims. Wear a 
suitable wetsuit, 
plus a neoprene 
swim cap under 
a normal latex 
cap, and allow 
yourself to warm 
up before getting 
into the water.

Dry-land clothing 
suggestions
5°C Fully covered. Windproof or 
Gore-Tex clothing, thick gloves,  
hat and woollen socks. 
10°C Fully covered. Lightweight jacket 
plus thin gloves.
Above 10°C Legs covered, short-
sleeved t-shirt. 
Above 17° Shorts and t-shirt.

ronMAn WidoW The partner of a 
motivated triathlete whose life has 
been taken over by training for the 

3.8km swim, 180km bike and marathon. 

unK MileAge Training that’s 
not specific; junk mileage is 
neither easy for recovery nor race 

specific. The best training for the day 
after a hard competition is a recovery 
session – another hard session would 
be considered junk mileage because it 
would delay your recovery. On the other 
hand, recovery runs every day without 
causing a training stimulus is also 
considered junk mileage. Training has to 
be progressive; workouts that are 
always the same distance and same 
effort can have a de-training effect.

iller WorKout A training 
session that’s either too 
difficult or is performed at the 

wrong time or intensity. When preparing 
for a tri your longest session should be 
done five weeks before race day; any 
closer and it would be considered a 
killer workout because you may recover 
but complete adaptation would not 
happen in time for race day. A killer 
workout that’s too intense compared  
to your planned race-pace effort will 
stop you from dialling in to your  
correct race pace on race day.

MeAl Breakfast before your race

probleM The hotel only serves breakfast 
from 8am on race day but you have to eat and 
leave by 6am to get to the race start.

solution 
Take a tin or pot 
of rice pudding 
with you, as this is 
easy to digest and 
will provide you 
with most of your 
race morning 
calories. An 
alternative option is 
a couple of 
croissants. 

UTriTional issUes
The first thing you’ll find when you enter triathlon is that you no 
longer eat – you fuel! Good nutrition is key to peak performance. 
You may encounter the following challenges along the way but, with 

simple planning, you can overcome them…
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-ring Elliptical 
chainring that 
promotes comfortable 

pedalling action and smoother 
power transfer; the chainring is 
smaller at the dead spot to 
reduce knee pain and help 
maintain traction on slippery 
surfaces. Then, during the 
most efficient part of the 
stroke, the increase in tooth 
size gives you maximum power 
output. Many riders see a 
marked improvement using  
a Q-ring. Rotor’s Q-Rings,  
right, are compatible with 
Campagnolo, SRAM and 
Shimano cranksets.

lanninG 
With three sports to juggle, this is the most important ‘p’ word in a 
competing triathlete’s vocabulary. Plan well, and ahead, for your training, 
fuelling and racing and you will reap the performance benefits…

1 SWIM, BIKE AND RUN  
THE DISTANCE

Build up your distances in 
training: a month before your 

race cover each discipline within 
seven days; two weeks before 
the event, complete a third of 
each distance all in one session.

2 NUTRITION
Nutrition is just as important 

as physical training in helping 
you to achieve your optimum 
performance, even for sprint 
races. In your event, complete 
the swim and drink water for the 
first 5mins of the bike. Then take 
on 250 calories (for a small 
athlete) to 380 calories (for a 
large or muscular athlete) per 
hour with water. In the final 
10mins of the bike, drink a 
fast-absorbing sports drink 
ready for what will be a relatively 
empty stomach (but with plenty 
of energy) on the run.

3 PRACTISE TRANSITIONS 
Swim-to-bike transition 

training is often neglected, but 
just 5mins on the bike straight 
after your swim training sessions 
will make all the difference. Try 
this brick session: 3mins bike, 
3mins run, 3mins rest. Repeat 
two to four times. Also, practise 
running with your bike then 
jumping onto it while moving.

4 RACE-PACE TRAINING
Rehearsed race-pace 

training will help you dial into  
the correct effort on race day.  
Don’t confuse this with speed 
because conditions dictate 
speed, not you. Train at a pace  
or effort you can maintain for 
each discipline in your race.

In training, divide distances 
into easy bite-sized segments. 
On different days, swim 4 x 
100m, bike 5 x 4km and run 5 x 

1km, all at your planned race 
pace. Recover for half the time  
of the effort. For instance, if it 
takes you 1min to complete each 
rep, allow yourself 30secs 
recovery in between.

5 SWEAT RATE
Weigh yourself before each 

discipline and complete each 
distance at your race-day effort 
in weather conditions similar to 
those expected on race day. 
Weigh yourself again afterwards. 
Every gramme of weight you lose 
is equivalent to about 1ml of lost 
fluid. For example, if you lose 
300g during a 20km bike ride 
but you also drank 200ml, you 
have actually lost 500g (500ml). 
Aim to replace at least half the 
sweat lost during the triathlon.

6 RACE-DAY REHEARSAL
Do this three weeks before 

your race. Rise at the expected 
time, have your planned race 
breakfast and train at the race 
start time, using your race-day 
equipment and nutrition plan. 
Train on similar terrain as  
you’d expect to on race day.

7 TIME-SAVING 
IMPROVEMENTS

You’ll save much more time  
on race day by practising 
transitions, getting in and out of 
your bike shoes, running with 
your bike and using a race belt 
and elasticated laces in the  
last two weeks of your taper,  
than by training only.
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Practising both transitions in 
training can shave minutes off 

your overall race-day time 
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peciAl needs bAg A bag 
used in Iron-distance 
competitions to hold a 

competitor’s food, drink and essentials. 
The athlete will have access to it during 
both transitions. Depending on the race 
rules, items placed in a special needs 
bag might include: your preferred food 
and drink, gels, energy bars, salt tablets, 
plasters, sunblock, waterproof jacket, 
socks, cap, sunglasses and perhaps 
even toilet paper!

rAnsition AreA The place 
where your bike and associated 
equipment is kept, and which is 

used when the triathletes change from 
swim to bike and from bike to run.
T1 The transition from the swim section 
to the bike section.
T2 The transition from the cycling 
section to the run.
T3 The post-race period, usually 
referred to as ‘recovery’. 

nderpronAtion 
Underpronators’ feet don’t  
roll far enough in when running 

and show a slight outwards lean.  
This can be corrected by the use of  
orthotics – shoe inserts that reposition 
the feet to redistribute pressure.  
Most runners tend to be overpronators, 
where the feet show a degree of  
inwards lean. 

o2 The volume of oxygen used 
during a specified period of 
time. A maximal V02 test is an 

accurate fitness test that you complete 
until you can’t continue and can be 
tested on a treadmill or indoor bike.

eal-life 
Buckingham-based Claire Doherty, 39, ran for 20 years before 
taking up triathlon two years ago. Here are five things she  
wished she’d known before her first event…

1 Although triathlon  
consists of three different 

disciplines, to race effectively 
you have to consider the  
swim, bike and run as part  
of the same sport, just  
different dimensions. For 
example, grinding big gears  
on the bike meant my legs 
would be extremely tired for 
the run, but I had no idea of 
what to do to change this. In 
my mind I had to swim fast, 
bike as hard as I could and  
then run as fast as I could. 
Needless to say my strategy 
didn’t work well.

2 Spending huge amounts of 
money on new kit is not 

necessary. Before my first race 
I failed to research equipment 
and products properly and 
wasted money on items that I 
didn’t need and weren’t 
particularly helpful to me. For 
example, a bike computer that  
I couldn’t get to work.

3 In all races things can, and 
do, go wrong, especially in 

your first race. If someone had 
advised me to go through 
different scenarios in my head 
and to practise what to do if 

these happened, it would have 
reduced a lot of pre-race stress.

4 Keep things simple! Don’t 
worry about trying to do 

things like flying mounts and 
leaving your shoes on the bike 
in transition two if you’ve never 
tried it before. Concentrate on 
what you can do, as this will 
minimise stress and mishaps in 
your first event.

5 Warming up in the water 
before the swim can really 

help reduce anxiety and 
prepare you mentally.

Claire Doherty finishing Ironman 
Austria this July, just two years 
after taking up triathlon
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etsuit A neoprene suit 
used when the water 
temperature is between 

14-22°C. When choosing a tri wetsuit 
you need to consider the following…

Get a snug-fitting yet comfortable 
suit. One that’s too loose will cause 
drag; one that’s too tight will hinder 
your arm action and fatigue you 
quicker than normal. In extreme 
circumstances, triathletes  

have experienced headaches  
because of restriction across  

the shoulders. 
Leg length on a wetsuit is 

not massively important; in 
fact, many pro triathletes cut 
up to 15cm from the legs on 
their suits to speed up 
removal in transition. You 
may find you need to cut the 
legs on your suit anyway, if 
the taper is too narrow at 

the ankles or the suit is too 
restrictive around your calf muscles. 
You can get a made-to-measure wetsuit 
from many brands including Snugg. 
Other brands of note include 
Blueseventy, 2XU and Orca.

terrA Xterra triathlon 
consists of swimming, 
mountain biking and trail 

running in challenging natural 
environments, including tropical jungles 
or over sand, rocks and snow. The 
worldwide series involves 100 races 
held in 15 countries, and culminates in 
the Xterra World Championship in Maui, 
Hawaii, in October. Anyone can take 
part, from professionals to amateurs. 
However, the USA Championship in 

Utah and the World Championships are 
only open to qualified competitors.

elloW FlAg In a race it 
usually indicates a no-
overtaking zone, normally in 

the bike section of a triathlon.

one trAining Training in a 
particular heart rate range to 
create a certain fitness 

improvement. Training zones are based 
on your maximum heart rate (HR) for 
that particular sport. Expect to have the 
highest maximum for running, five to 12 
beats lower for biking and 12-20 beats 
lower than running for swimming. Here 
are the zones and their fitness benefits:

60-70% OF MAX HR is the energy 
efficient zone. Training in this zone 
builds up basic endurance and aerobic 
capacity, and improves the ability to 
burn fat during exercise.

70-80% OF MAX HR is the  
aerobic zone. This develops the 
cardiovascular system, improving  
the transport of oxygen. 

80-90% of OF MAX HR is the 
anaerobic zone and will develop the 
lactic acid system. Training in this zone 
allows you to delay the fatigue caused 
by lactic acid in the working muscles.

90-100% OF MAX HR is the red line 
zone; it’s only possible to complete 
short interval efforts at this heart rate. It 
trains the fast-twitch muscles and 
should only be completed in the last  
12 weeks before an event. 220

Above left: 
Long-distance 
events will provide 
competitors with 
bags to store their 
race essentials

Above: Xterra is an 
off-road race series 
that covers all 
manner of terrain 
across the globe


